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ABSTRACT
The design of two systems which reference the position of a
	 i
a
Longwall Shearer Coal Miner to the mine roof of the present cut and
of the last cut are presented. This system is part of an automation
system that will guide the rear cutting drum in such a manner that
the total depth of cut remains constant even though the front drum
may be following an undulating roof profile.
The rear drum referencing mechanism continually monitors the
distance from the mine roof to the floor for the present cut. This
system provides a signal to control a constant depth of cut. The
last cut follower mechanism continually monitors the distance from
the mine roof of the prior cut to the cutting drum. This latter
system provides a signal to minimize the step height in the roof
between cuts. The referencing system, which includes the last cut
follower, LCF, mechanism and the rear drum referencing; mechanism,
RURM, is designed to be operated manually and it is to be adapted
to interface with a system W ch automatically controls the drum
position. These two mechanisms are to be stowable and deployable
automatically.
Signals from the two sensors are visually displayed by pointers
on linearized scales to indicate the desired change in height of the
cutting drum. The two mechanisms use mechanical probes which are
actuated by hydropneumatic springs. The dynamic response of this
hydraulic—pneumatic and mechanical system is analyzed to determine
accumulator size and precharge pressure.
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SYMBOL
	
DESCRIPTION
A
	
Area, IN 
see
do
di
do
e
F
FR
f
Distance as shown in Figure 2.12, IN
Distance as shown in Figure 2.12, IN	 j
3i
Nominal Height of Deployed Probe, IN	 t
Length of drive arm between its rotating	 }
center and cable head, IN
Diameter of shear pin, IN
Inside Diameter, IN
3
Outside diameter, IN
Length of drive arm between its rotating
center and piston rod end
Shearing force, LB
l
Probe contact force, LB
Length between gravity center and rotating
center of link, IN
Mass moment of inertia, LB-IN-SEC2
Pressure, PSIA
Length of arm as shown in Figure 2.10, IN
Tension in Cable, LB
n
Volume, IN'
Weight of a member, LB
Piston displacement, IN
Vertical displacement of probe, IN
Shearing stress, PSI
W
X
y
T
NOMENCLATURE (Continued)
SYH80L	 DESCRIPTION
6	 Angle between probe arm and its nominal
position, DEGREES
Angle between arms as shown in Figure
2.100 ,)EGR.EES
Angle 5etween arm and horizontal line as
shown :n Figure 2.10, DEGREES
4	 Drive asm angle when piston is fully
extended to hear end, DEGREES
Angle locati3g position of drive arm as
shown in Figure 2.11 0 DEGREES
Y	 Nominal position of drive arm with
respect to vertical linen DEGREES
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CNAPTNR T.,
INTRODUCTION
Energy! AiAericans will long remember those winter mornings in
1975, waiting for gasoline in the freesing dawn. Nor will millions
of cold Americana easily forget the wtafar of 1976-1977 and those
drastically lowered thermostats. Consider the natural sources of
energy that are continually present in our midst, sources that would
provide unending power...water, solar, nuclear and-fossil fuel. For
many years the most economical, energy sinrces were natural gas and
crude oil. But these are rapidly being depleted by the industrial
nations. The severity of the shortage of world wide crOa o.tl can
be better realized when it is noted that more oil has been consumod
in the last 25 years than in all previous years in history. At this
rate, the present known resources of crude oil will be completely
exhausted by the year 2000. Nuclear and solar energy appear to need
long range research before they can be economically , opplied on . a large
scale with minimum pollution. Thus, the worldwide demand for energy
has led to the "rediscovery of coat." - the once and future king (1).
It has been estimated that a threefold to fivefold increase in
world coal production must occur during the next 40 years to meet
increasing energy requirements. Therefore, a big step forward in
mining technology, particularly in remote control, automation and
monitoring to achieve greater safety and productivity, is greatly
needed. This is why the Bureau of Mines (BOM) has introduced the
longwall shearer mining technique from Europe and is studying
I
2the possibility of installing remote controls to ivxcresse safety and
productivity.
W qly used in Europe, the longwall joining technique was intro-
duced into the United States in 1960 Since then, the longwall
mining technique has been improved and is becoming more popularo
There are three major advantages to this technique. One advantage
is higher recovery rates. Recovery of up to SOX of the coal is
presently obtainable while the BON reports possible recovery of up
to 909. This is well above the current recovery rate of 55% for
the average room and pillar :wining technique. The seeond advantage
is high productivity because of an inherently new mining technique
and high cutting speed. The third advantage is the improvement of
health and safety factors in the mine. The problems with weak
mine roofs are overcome and ventilation of the working area is
improved also (3).
A specific type of longwall mining, known as the longwall
shearer (LWS) method, is being studied by the BOM. There are
basically three main parts to the LWS (Figure 1.1): the main frame;
the hydraulic roof supports; and a conveyor system. The LWS is
moved along tracks. As it advances, coal is sheared by two rotating
drums (Figure 1.2). The cutting teeth on each drum form a helix so
that loose coal in moved onto the conveyor belt between the LWS
tracks (Figure 1.3) while the drums are in operation. After the
cutting drum passes the roof supports, these supports are moved tor-
ward 30 inches, which is the width of cut. As the roof supports
progress, the overburden causes a cave -in of the nonsupported roof.
By using this operating process, the LWS system is able to progress
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6along the coal seam properly as it repeatedly shaves off a 30 inch
wide slice along the 300 to 600 foot long face of the seam,
At present, a man is needed to control the vertical position of
each cutting drum. However, the depth of coal remaining on the mine
roof after a cut may be remotely measured by a Nucleonic Coal Inter-
face Detector (3). Hence, the use of a Nucleonic Coal Interface
Detector, CID, could allow the LWS to follow the undulating surface
of a mine. Some studies have indicated that l:he depth of a coal
seam does not vary more than a couple of inches over long distances,
even though the seam may have undulations as it follows the earth's
crust. Therefore, it appears feasible to design a rear drum re-
ferencing mechanism (RDRM) which will, make contact with the mine
roof and provide an error signal proportional to the deviation of
the depth of cut from the mean height of the seam. Thus, the CID
and RDRM would provide vertical guidance for the automated LWS. A
last cut follower (LCF) would provide another useful signal for
vertical control of the automated LWS because it could provide a
signal which indicates the difference between the roof surface at
the present cutter path and the roof surface at the adjacent last
cut. This signal could be used to prevent excessive steps between
adjacent cuts in the roof. The National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, NASA, is working with the BOM, to automate the LWS W-
Since the CID has been designed and built, the next step is to
design the RDRM for referencing the rear drum of the LWS to the roof
surface. The main idea of this referencing system is to use a probe,
which slides along the roof of the cutter's current path, to give the
information on the depth of the present cut. Also, the LCF is
7designed to slide along the mine roof in the previous cut. This
will provide a signal which is proportional to the deviation of the
roof top between the current cut and the prior cut.
The purpose of this thesis is to design, analyze and prepare
detailed drawings of the RDRM and the LCF. The LCF will be deployed
for the forvard cutting drum and retracted for the astern cutting
drum. The RDRM will be deployed for the astern drum and stowed for
the forward drum.
The thesis will first discuss design concepts and the complete
system design and will then analyze the system's dynamic response.
Seven concepts for the system are investigated but only hz)
concepts are fully developed. The hydraulic system and dynamic re-
sponse analysis of the RDRM are developed. The optimization of a 4-
bar linkage in order to linearize the output of the sensors is also
included.
CHAPTER_. II
DESIGN OF REAR DRUM REFERENCING SYSTEM
2.1 General Description
A rear drum referencing mechanism is designed to produce a con-
trol signal for the rear drum so the total depth of cut will remain
constant even though the front drum may be following an undulating
roof line. The RDRM is designed to withstand the severe mine envi-
ronment. Because combustible gas is always a mine hazard, the
complete system is actuated by hydraulic power instead of electrical
power.
2.2 Functional Requirements
1. The rear drum is to follow a guide in such a manner that the
total depth of cut remains constant even though the front drum may
be following an undulating roof line.
2. A probe which actuates the guidance system is to contact the
mine roof in the vicinity of the rear drum.
3. The guidance system output is to be a visible pointer which
indicates the required change in drum height. The change in drum
height is to be controlled manually. However, the design must be
able to interface with a system which automatically controls the
drum position.
4. The system is to be stowable and deployable automatically.
5. The system should be capable of relocation to measure the
distance from the ceiling of the last cut to the front drum.
96. The system must be designed for operation in the severe
environment of a coal mine.
7. The system is to be mounted on a Joy Longwell Shearer. It
should be adaptable to other brands of Longwell Shearers.
2.3 Design Concepts
Several design concepts were investigated during the development
of the system. The major difference between those concepts is the
method of supporting the probe. These alternative concepts will be
presented.
2.3.1 Alternative Concepts
The scissors type (Figure 2.1) arrangement can allow the probe
to operate on the "last cut" beside the front drum or can the current
cut" above the rear drum. The probe will move in a direction which
is perpendicular to the main frame of the Longwall Shearer at all
times due to the constraint of the parallel linkage.
The dual parallel linkage concept for supporting the probe
(Figure 2.2) also holds the probe perpendicular to the main frame
as in the first concept, but the parallel links are shorter to improve
linkage stability and to prcwide more clearance foi the hydraulic
motor.
The multiple stage hydraulic cylinder concept (Figure 2.3) uses
a rotary actuator to retract the mechanism. However, it would be
difficult to prevent rotation between each stage of the telescoping
cylinder.
The telescoping cylinder with guide tube concept (Figure 2.4) is
a modification of the multiple stage cylinder concept except that it
f +.
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is installed on the LWS area with a guide tube to prevent telescoping
cylinder rotation.
The single stage hydraulic cylinder concept (Figure 2.5)
replaces the 4 stage telescopic cylinder concept. This concept will
reduce the cost considerably, because the purchased items are standard,
and the hydraulic system is simplified. This concept was chosen for
complete development.
2.3.2 The Final Concept
The concept which was selected for development is shown in
Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.5A. This concept uses a single stage
hydraulic cylinder to extend a telescoping rectangular tube. The
outer telescoping tube is anchored to the LWS ranging arm by a pivot
at the drum center and with adjustable turnbuckle. The turnbuckle
provides correct angular positioning to place the probe directly
over the cutting drum center for various coal seam heights and sizes
of cutting drums. This turnbuckle adjustment should work for
constant depth coal seams but not for variable seam thicknesses.
The probe surface which rides on the coal roof is on an arm
which is pulled up against the roof by a cable. The tension in
the cable is approximately constant as it is provided by a hydrau-
lic cyclinder pressurized by wo accumulator which will be described
in the next section. A general outline of the final design is
shown in Figures 2.5 and 2.5A.
The rectangular two stage telescoping mechanism used in the RDRM.
is illustrated in Figure 2.6. The inner rectangular tube is pushed
up by the hydraulic cylinder when it is pressurized by the hydraulic
to
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valve. As the inner rectangular tube moves up, it rotates the spur
gears and the chain sprocket because the spur gear is engaged with
the rack which is fixed to the outer rectangular tubs.. The lower
sprocket drives the upper sprocket and the upper spur gear via the
chain. As the upper spur gear ,rotates, it will drive the floating rack
upward in the inner rectangular tube. A hydraulic actuator and pivot
assembly (Figure 2.6A) are mounted on the top of the floating rack.
The actuator can rotate the probe 90 degrees for the storage position.
The visual readout of the drum height correction required for
maintaining a constant depth of cut is provided by a pointer which
gives a linear readout from the nonlinear signal of the probe.
The probe transmits the signal to the 4-bar linkage by a cable.
The general arrangement of 4-bar linkage is shown on Figure 2.7.
When the whole mechanism needs to be retracted, the first step
is to change the 4-way valve position so that the double acting
cylinder can pull the inner rectangular tube and the modified rack
down. A second hydraulic valve is actuated to rotate the probe arm
90 degrees into the storage position.
Because of the long probe arm, an aluminum tube is used to
reduce mass and to obtain a quick response time. Zinc dichromate
primer should be used prior to applying finish coats to avoid galvanic
action between steel and aluminum.
2.3.3 Hydraulic Circuits
There are three hydraulic circuits to operate the system. The
purpose of the vertical positioning circuit is to raise or lower the
pivot of the probe for different average coal seam thicknesses. As
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can be seen in Figure 2.8, a 3 position 4-way control valve regulates
the oil supply to the cylinder for the purpose of raising or lowering
the probe byway of the gear rack, gears and chain as shown in Figure
2.6., The relief valve is used as a safety device in case of a roof
cave—in. The sensing circuit provides approximately a constant force
between the probe and roof of the mine by the cable which connects
the probe arm to the visual readout linkage. This constant force is
obtained by using an accumulator for the hydraulic supply. The arm
may be lowered by reversing the actuation cylinder in this sensing
circuit.
The angular deployment circuit controls the probe arm position.
The arm can be positioned normal to the direction of travel for the
active position or the probe arm may be positioned parallel to the
direction of travel for the stow position. The circuits will use
the same source of oil as the LWS. Pressure reducing valves are used
to obtain the required pressure.
2.3.4 Overload Devices
A shear pin is provided to prevent damage due to a frontal force
acting on the RDRM. Located at the top of the telescoping rectangu-
lar tube adjacent to the turnbuckle, this hollow shear pin should
shear at a load of 5000 lbs which is much lower than the load which
would fail the axle pivot. The shear pin is made of SAE 1018 CFS
material which has a tensile yield stress of approximately 56000 PSI
and a shearing yield stress of 0.577*56000PS1. Thus, the diameter
of shear pin, d, is
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F, w 25000
d	 0.577*56000 PSI
d m 0.313 INCH
Since the pin diameter is small, the bearing stress will be high.
Hence, it is better to use a hollow pin instead of a solid pin. If
we assume the wall thickness is 0.0625 inch, then
do . di + 0.0625 * 2
where
do m outside diameter of pin
di = inside diameter of pin.
The shear area of the solid pin must be equal to the shear area of
the hollow pin. Therefore
n/4 * (0.313) 2 = 7r/4 *(do2 - di 2) .
Hence
di = 0.337 inch
d	 0.462 inch.0
24
The relief valve and accumulator in thL hydraulic system also
serve as safety devices. The accumulator provides the hydropneumatic
spring for the probe arm. Thus, when an excessive vertical load is i;
applied to the probe, such as during a mine roof cave-in, the
accumulator allows the probe to move down to the bottom Of its travel.
If the excessive vertical loads cone-'nue, the relief valve will be
actuated to allow the rectangular telescoping mechanism to collapse
also.
2.3.5 Dynamic Response of Rear Drum Referencing Mechanism
The dynamic response of the RDRM probe is investigated to
establish a design which will maintain contact at the coal roof. The
following parameters are determined from the dynamic study: (1)
accumulator size; (2) inertia of probe arm; (3) precharge pressure
of accumulator.
There are three hydraulic circuits; a vertical.posi.tioning
circuit for different roof cuts, an angular deployment circuit for
stowing the probe, and a sensing circuit which drives the deployed
probe. The first circuit controls the various heights of a rectan-
gular telescoping mechanism for different cutting drum diameters and
coal roof heights. This circuit is controlled by a double acting
hydr4ul c cylinder with a maximum stroke of 18 inches and a three-
position-four-way control valve as shown in Figure 2.8. The second
circuit rotates the probe arm 90 degrees when the rear drum referenc-
ing mechanism is deployed and stowed per Figure 2.9. The sensing
citcuit exerts a steady force on a cable to pull the probe against
the roof surface when the probe is in the active position. This
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circuit is shown in Figure 2.9. The existing hydraulic system on the
LWS will serve as the source of pressurized hydraulic oil for these
three circuits, Pressure control valves are installed in each circuit
to provide the required pressures.
G
A, mathematical model of the hydraulic system will aid in the
determination of required pressures, capacity of accumulator needed
to obtain the desired response time, angular velocity of probe arm
rotation, and contact pressure between probe and coal roof.
Only the dynamic system of the sensing circuit which drives
the deployed probe will be analyzed. Because it consists of
a ,long arm and heavy probe, the system was simplified as shown in
Figure 2.10 and 2.11 for mathematic formulation.
The moment about the pivot for the system in Figure 2.10 may
be written as
+'EM0-I•e
- FR a cos(O + e)	
w2 b cos(O + e) - TS cos(a _S - e ) n I26 .
But,	 cos(O + 6) cos S cos 0 - sin R sin 6
cos[(a - R) - A] cos(a - S) cos e + sin((% - S) sin e
Hence,
- FR a {cos a cos 0 - sinOsin0} - w 2 b
{cos p cose - sinesina} - TS{cos(-- a ) cos g +
sin(- - S)sine} = I2A
0.
ri
C+y
did
	
a.	 v
m
^	 mz
O mZ
	^ 	 1L
N3	 0
4.	 W
W
m
♦
t ^
n
For small an8les,
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cox e » 1
and
sin 0 = 0.
Therefore,
-FR a cos B - w2b cos d TS cos ( a -	 +9 {FR a sin B
+ wZb sin S - TS sin (= -	 I2 Q ,
or,
,.F a sin S W2 	 .sin Se - e ( R 	 + 	 ^ TS_ sin( a -b,) }I2	 2	 I2
FR a cos b + w2 b cos S + T S cos { a - S) }
	 012	 12	 I2	 =	 '
or,
0 C 1 + C 2 + T ( C3 +e C4 ) -0	 (2.i)
where,
 a sin S	 w2 b sin S
Cl :2,
T2
	—+	
I2
FR a cos S	 w2 b cos
aC 2	 Z2	 +	
I2
S cos(-z -SC3	
I2
F	
.	
_
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The cable tension (T), which provide s the accelerating force in
Lquation 2.1, is developed by the hydraulic cylinder and accumulator
In Figure 2.11. The equation for pressure (P2) and accumulator gas
volume 02) is
n
P2 V2,- c
or,
n	 n
P2V2
 Pap Vap	 .
The maximum volume of air for the accumulator is %ax and occurs when
all oil is purged from the accumulator. This volume Vmax, is
pressurized with a pressure, P ap , for an initial precharged state.
Due to leakage from the system it is desirable to store some oil
in the accumulator by pumping it in at a pressure, P c, in excess of
Pap . The quantity of oil stored will be a function of Pap , Pc and
V
max
	
P	 ( l /n)
(Vmax Voil) ' ^ Pc )	 (Vmax)
If we select Voil - 3.5 IN  and n - 1.4 for air, then,
Vmax	 1.4
Pc Pap (Vmax - 3.5 )
The hydraulic cylinder is fully extended under the above conditions
of prechargng with air and charging with oil. When the piston
moves a distance, x, (Figure 2.11) the oil in the piston is forced
iNOTE'. Xc 0
WHEN 0 = 0
30
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FIGURE 2.11 EWYALENT DYNAMIC SYSTEM Of LINEARIZED
-W UNKAGE
FIGURE 2.12 RELATION BETWEEN ANGULAR POSITION OF.
ARM and LINEAR POSITION OF PISTON
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into the accumulator and the accumulator air volume to reduced by
AV W X
 A 
where,
A  a area of piston.
Hence,
Vmax	 1.4
P2 - 
paptYmax - 3.5 x Ap)
The functional relationship between the piston displacement and
the angular linkage movement is illustrated in Figure 2.12. The
following derivation will result in an equation which expresses x
as a function of the angles ^, Y, and ^.
When
-0 a-0, Y-0, x00.
When
^--*; x-0.
x-a2-al
al a sin ((Y +	 - 4 + 0)
ai M a sn(y - 0)
F1+
1
6
Hence,
x - esin
but
sin(A - B
For small angles
sin ^ %
Hence,
x - esin
but	 ^ - S Old
Thus,
x esir
Let
B9 	 e(P J
B 1.0 
_ SSE
Then
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The moment about 04
 for the arm in Figure 2„ll may be simplified if
the inertia of links 5 and 6 are neglected and iiQ the moment due
to the weight w4 is neglected. The resulting free body diagram is
shown in Figure 2.12.
I-)EM -1.4^
T d cos (y 	P3 A  a coo(y	 40
T df cos Y cos O + sin y sin 0) 	 P3 A  e( cos Y cos
+ Sin Y sink}	 I4 ^ .
For small angles,
*sin 0 z 0; coo 0 z 1.
,x
T d{ cos Y -	 sin y } -P3 Ap of cos y + , s in y} I
T4 + P3 A e {cos Y + ¢ ;sin Y)
T di cos Y + 0 sin YJ
i
But
6 S
d k
y
The pressure at any position, x, is:
x
v	 1.4
max
	
P2 ®Pap % V	 - 3.5-xA}
max	 p
when 3.5 IN3 of oil are pumped into the accumulator while x - 0
and after precharging.
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For a 1.125 inch diameter piston,
2
Ap 4 w 
1 in2
If the friction loss in the pipes and fittings is neglected,
P3 W P2 - 14.7 psi
since P3 is gage pressure and P2 is absolute pressure. Therefore,
I4 (9S/d)+(P
ap (V,^s„3tSX(g e^lp))1.4-14.7) a ( cos Y + a sin Y)
d(cos Y + V sin Y)
Let
B1 = I4 S/d
B 2 - d cos Y
B3 ' S sin Y
B 4 - {p ap (V
" max
-3 .5- (" g++ 8B )
1.4_1 4.7)e(cos Y
	 9	 10)
+ flS Sin Y )
.
Then, the cable tension is given by the following equation;
" B + B
T = B + e B Ts	 (2.2)2	 3
^x
Mt
or
(ec1-C2-B4 B5)
86
(2.3)
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Now combine Equations (2.1) and (2.2) for T to obtain:
6	 B
-e Cl + C2 + ( 86 1 . 4 (C 3 + e C^)	 0
2 e 3
Let
B5= 
(s + 0 B ) (c2	 3
3 + 9 C4>
B6 . 1 + B 5 B1
Hence,
8 B 6 -8 Cl +C2 + B4 B5-0
Equation 2.3 expresses the position of the probe in terms of the
dynamic properties of the system. This equation will be used to
design the system.
Two computer programs were written to calculatethe response time,
angular velocity, acceleration and torque of probe arm, tension of
cable, vertical travel of probe,and pressure change of the hydraulic
system. Figure 2.13 shows the response (i.e. the vertical travel)
of the probe for two different precharge pressures (P I and P2) in the
accumulator. The response is shown for a 30.8 in  accumulator. A
volumne of oil, V" - 3.5 IN 3 , was pumped into the accumulator after
precharging and while the hydraulic cylinder was fully extended, i.e.
r
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x a 0. This produced pressures greater than precharge pressures
at x - 0.
Figure 2.14 shows the relation between the angular position of
the probe arm, theta, and the hydraulic pressure with two different
precharge pressures (P 1
 and P2) and with two sizes of accumulators
(V1 and V2). From the curves it can be seen that an accumulator
volume of 30.8 id and a precharge pressure of 114.7 psia will give
a fairly smooth curve without building up a high pressure in the
operating range of the probe arm. So, the recommended accumulator
size is 30.8 id. The accumulator was filled with an oil volume
V^, equal to 3.5 IN  after precharging and with the hydraulic cylinder
fully extended.
Figure 2.15 shows the relation between precharge pressure in the
accumulator and time required to rotate the probe arm from a position
of 
e1 = 45 degrees or e2 = -7.5 degrees to obtain a certain angle
when the probe will contact the coal roof which is theta equal to
-10 degrees. From Figure 2.15 it can be seen that the minimum pre-
charge pressure in the accumulator is 60 psia. This means that the	 {
precharge pressure below 60 psia will not be adequate to move the
a
probe at all positions in the operating range. The influence of a
!s
small volume. of oil (V', V", V"') on the dynamic response is in-
dicated. This volume of oil was pumped into the accumulator after
precharging and with the hydraulic cylinder fully extended. Some
excess of oil is required to make up for leakage through the hydraulic
valves..
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The modified Euler (predicator - corrector) method and Runge-
Kutta 4th order method were used in the computer program to integrate
the equation (2.3) for accuracy comparison Both methods provide the
same answer as shown in Appendix B.
2.3.6 Design of Linearized Visual Readout Linkage
To design a 4-bar mechanism to generate a desired function with
four precision points or more, we might write the Freudenstein
equation for these points (5). However, beyond the 4 points the
calculations become so extensive that making them is impractical
unless they are programed for a computer. In this paper ; we include
here one very practical approximate way of design for multiple
coordinated input and output - crank positions. The procedure, which
is called the "overlay method", will be illustrated by the following
example.
A 4-bar mechanism is to be designed so that the angular dis-
placements of the two cranks will be related according to the follow-
ing schedule:
Degrees Rotation
From Starting Position
Position Number	 First Crank 	Second Crank
0	 0	 0
1	 30	 17
2	 60	 36
3	 90	 59
4	 120	 88
Procedure:
(1). On transparent paper make a layout, Figure 2.16, showing the
ra
kl
successive positions of the first crank. Use any convenient length
for this crank. Assume a length for the connecting rod and draw the
family of circle arcs of this radius with centers at the successive
crankpin positions.
(2). Make a second layout, Figure 2.17, showing the succes-sive
positions of the second crank and a series of possible lengths for
this crank.
(3). Fit the first layout over the second, as shown in Figure 2.18,
trying to make the circle area of the first pass in proper order,
through one of the series of possible crankpin positions of the second,
It may be necessary to try other connecting-rod lengths, redrawing
the first layout, before a satisfactory fit is obtained or the
conclusion is drawn that none exists.
This is a good, practical procedure that will yield satisfactory
results for many problems, especially those for which the tolerance on
position of the output crank is of the order of 0.5 degrees or more.
Now, to return to our design problem, it is necessary to show
the LWS operator a linearized scale of a t 2 inch range with one inch
increments for the distance which he must move the cutting drum..
We need 5 points, i.e. 5 linear output crank positions from 5 non-
linear input crank positions. Using the overlay method, we obtain
a satisfactory fit for the visual scales of RDRM and LCF readout
system as shown in Figure 2.7. The pointer pivot shaft may be
directly connected to a linear rotary potentiometer if an electrical
signal proportional to drum height correction is desired.
04
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FIGURE 2. 16 THE OVERLAY METHOD, THE SUCCESSIVE POINU
OF THE FIRST CRANK.
0
FIGURE 2. IT THE OVERLAY METHOD, THE REQUIRED
POSITIONS OF THE SECOND CRANK.
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CHAPTER III
DESIGN OF VAST CUT FOLLOWER REFERENCING MECHANISMS
3.1 General Description and Functional Requirements
It is desired to have the ceiling for the "present cut" within
2 inches of the ceiling of the "last cut". This control of the
size of discontinuities in the roof surface (Figure 3.1) is required
to avoid excessive tilting of the: hydraulic roof supports.
The last cut follower mechanism, LCF, is designed to measure the
distance from the ceiling of the last cut to the center of the front
cutting drum. The difference in the height of the LCF probe above
the drum center and the radius of the dr= provide the distance,* or
error, in ceiling height between the last cut and the present rut.
A visual pointer is provided which will indicate this "error" in
front drum position so that the LWS operator can eliminate it by
raising or lowing the front drum manually. But the design will be
able to interface with a system which automatically controls the
drum position. This mechanism is also designed to be stowable when
used with the rear cutting drum and deployable when used with the
front drum. It is also designed to withstand the severe environment
in the coal Mine
3.2 Design Concepts
Two design concepts for the last cut follower are investigated,
but only one is fully developed as a final design. Figure 3.1 and
Figure 3.2 show these two concepts. Both concepts are installed

46
on the same support tracks. The main difference between these two
concepts is that the first one uses a cam follower, a cable under
light spring tension to actuate the pointer, three concentric tubes,
and two hydraulic cylinders in the base. The latter uses only one
hydraulic cylinder in the base and a push-pull cable with a hydraulic
cylinder to actuate it.
Figure 3.1 shows the :lower hydraulic cylinder which drives
the cam which rotates the probe arm down frum contact with the roof.
The probe attempts to exert a constant contact force on the coal roof
because it is desired to have a constant acceleration of the probe
as it moves into a void. This force is supplied by the spring on
the pointer and by the torsion spring. The cam will keep'the
probe arm in the stow position while the upper housing is iotated. The
upper hydraulic cylinder will rotate the upper portion of the
mechanism from the deployed to the stow position and vice versa.
The second design, which is shown in Figure 3.2, is simpler than
the design in Figure 3.1. The number of concentric shafts is >:educed
and the torsion spring is eliminated. This is the final design
because the simplification will reduce cost and improve the manufac-
ture ability significantly.
The probe is held against the coal surface by the force which
originates in the LC1i visual readout linkage, Figure 2.7. This
cylinder is supplied with oil from the accumul.ator as the probe
moves over the undulating goof 'surface. The force is transmitted
from the cylin0or to the probe via the system of levers, cable and
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Sears. The cable is in tension wheii the probe is In the active or
deployed position. The probe may be pulled into a stow position by
actuation of the hydraulic cylinder in Figure 3.2 and by actuation
of the hydraulic cylinder of the LCF visual readout linkage to place
I^
	
the cable in compression. The following sequence of events describe
this operation. First, the probe arm is rotated downward from the
roof surface to the horizontal position by pressurizing the rod end
of the cylinder which places the cable in compression. Second, the
cylinder in the base is pressurized on the head end to cause the
top of the LCF support to rotate, the compression force of the cable
continually forces the arm to remain in the horizontal position as
the LCF support rotates.
A pointer, which moves over a linear scale, is attached to the
cable so that the LWS operator can change the front drum height
through use of this visual system. By using the overlay method (5 j,
the response of the probe is linearized so that the distance on the
scale of the pointer is directly proportional to the vertical
distance traveled by the probe. To reduce wear and friction needle
bearings and needle thrust bearings are used in this linkage.
To keep the mechanism in the vertical position and get the most
correct readout, two curved tracks are developed. An error would be
produced in the LCF reading if the LCF is not perpendicular to the
roof of the mine because it would not indicW a the perpendicular
distance from the drum center to the roof.
The mechanism is mounted on the tracks for a specific angle
position of the ranging arm, When the angle of the ranging arm is
changed, the whole mechanism must be relocated by loosening the bolts
i
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on the LCF base. The center of the radius of the curved tracks is
at the axis of the cutting drum. Thus, the mechanism can be
relocated easily to the vertical position when the angle of the arm
is changed. Since it is assumed that the coal seam depth is relative-
ly constant, this track adjustment should not be required frequently.
A general outline of this system is shown in Figure 3.3.
A shear pin is designed for the probe arm to protect the main
body of the mechanism in case of a coal roof cave-in. Since the
system does not involve a large inertia, the dynamic response of the
system is omitted. The linearized visual readout mechanism is com-
bined with the RDRM system as shown in Figure 2.7.
3.3 Hydraulic Circuits
There are two hydraulic circuits to operate the system. The
purpose of the sensing circuit is to raise or lower the probe via the
linear actuator, cable and bevel gears as shown in Figure 3.5.
There its a pointer to show the probe height while the probe moves
along the undulating roof profile. A relief valve is provided to
prevent damage from roof cave-ins. An accumulator is also used in
this circuit to provide the hydraulic cylinder with a steady supply
of pressurized fluid. The angular deployment circuit is provided
to rotate the probe arm 90 degrees from the deployed position to
the stowed position or vise versa as shown in Figure 3.4.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Five design concepts for rear drum referencing mechanism and
two design concepts for last cut follower mechanism, are presented.
Only one concept for each system is fully developed. A total of
twenty-four design drawings, which are listed in Appendix A,
are prepared for manufacturing. The final design concept for the RDRM
is illustrated in Figure 2.5, while the final design for the LCF is
shown in Figure 3.3. Outlines of the LWS with the RDRM and the LCF
at their extended and retracted positions are shown in Figure +4.1.
The suspension system for both the RDRM and the LCF use
hydropneumatic springs. The dynamic response characteristic of the
RDRM is analyzed. The recommended accumulator size is 30.8 in 3 , the
precharge pressure is 114.7 psia, and the initial oil fill is V
3.5 in3 . The dynamic response of the LCF was not analyzed in detail.
The RDRM and the LCF may be remotely deployed or stowed.
It was not feasible to use the RDRM to perform the LCF function.
Visual indicators are provided to indicate the roof step between
the last cut and the present cut and to indicate the required change
in rear drum height.
An orderly procedure for deploying and retracting the RDRM and
LCF is required to prevent interference.
Preliminary experiments should be conducted with the initial
models to verify response time and to check the rate of oil leakage
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if the nucleonic coil detector is to be mounted to the LWS, the
mounting system will probably require some changes to the RDRM and
LCF mountings.
The performance calculations should be repeated to include
friction loss in fluid flow. The equation for B5 as shown on Page 35
Is correct, but a sign error exists in the computer program. The
general conclusions do not appear to be significantly affected by
the error.
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APPL'NDIX A
LIST OF DRAWINGS
LAYOUT
NUMBER DATE DESCRIPTION
PB-001 Sept. 0 77 Hydraulic Controls for Main Stage
PB-002 Sept. 1 77 Position Control for Leakdown
Prevention
PB-003 Oct. 1 77 Concept of Mechanism for Referencing
Rear Drum of LWS - Mounted on Main
Frame
PHB-001 Oct. '77 Concept for Mechanism for Referencing
Drum of Longwall Shearer to a Given
Surface
PHB-002 Oct. 1 77 Dual Parallel Linkage Concept for
Supporting Probe.
PHB-003 Nov. 1 77 Telescoping Cylinder with Tubular
Guide
PHB-004 Nov. '77 Concept for Mechanism for Referencing
Rear Drum of LWS Using Expanding
Linkage
PHB-005 Dec. 1 77 Sensor Arm, Pivot Head
PHB-006 Dec. '77 Pivot Head, Housing
PHB-007 Jan. 1 78 Last Cut Sensing Mechanism, Left-Hand
PHB-008 Jan. 0 78 Last Cut Sensing Mechanism, Right-
Hand
PHB-009 Feb. 1 78 Probe, Mechanism for Referencing Rear
Drum.
PHB-010 Feb. '78 Parts for Last Cut Sensing Mechanism
PHB-011 Feb. 1 78 Referencing System for Rear Cutting
Drum
PHB-012 Feb. 1 78 Arm, Sensor, Referencing System for
Rear Drum
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LAYOUT
NUMBER DATE DBSCRUTION
PHB-013 Mar. 0 78 Ports, Xachanism for Referencing
N~Ar Drum
i
PHB-014 Mar. 1 78 Parts, Mechanism for Referencing
Rear Drum
PHB-015 Mar. 1 78 Peru, Last Cut Sensing Mechanism
	
,r
PHS-016 Mar, 0 78 Flange and Shaft Assembly, Apparatus
for Reverencing Rear Drum
PHB-017 May 1 78 Supporting Shaft for Apparatus for
Referencing Rear Drum,
PHB-018 May 9 78 Parts, Apparatus for Referencing
Rear Drum
PHB-019 May 1 78 Turnbuckle, Apparatus for Referencing
Rear Druua
PHB-020 July 1 78 Rectangular Tubing, Mechanism for
'
E
Referencing Rear Drum
PHB-021 July 1 78 Parts, Track, Last Cut Follower
!	 PHB-022 Aug. 1 78 Truck for Last Cut Followar
PHB-023 Aug. 0 78 Mechanism for Referencing Rear Drum
r	 PHB-024 Aug. 1 78 Linearizf ng Mechanism for Visual
Readout;. of Last Follower Signal
PHB-025 Sept. 1 78
r
Angular Deployment Circuit for Probe
(Last Cut Follower)
PHB-026 Sept. 1 78 Angular Deployment t%Ircuit for Probe
and Sensing Circuit (Wear Drum
Referencing Mechanism)
PHB-027 Oct. '78 Vertical Positioning Circuit for
Different' Roof Heights (Rear Drum
Referencing Mechanism)
PHB-028 Oct. '78 Sensing Circuit for Probe (Last
I
Cut. Follower)
i
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LAYOUT
NUMSZR
PO-029
PHD-030
DATE	 DESCRIPTION
Nov. 1 78	 Linearizing Mechanisms for Visual
Readout (tight Hand) (Last Cut
Follower and Rear Drum Referencing
Mechanism)
Nov. 1 78	 Assembly of Sensing Mechanism for
Rear Drum Referencing !Mechanism
APPENDIX H
LIST OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF R.D.R.M.
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=S*SIN(ALST)/12
= I4*S/D
=D*CUS(GOA)
=S*SIN( AMA)
—E*(SINMAI+GAMA)—SIN(GAMA))0=(S*E*COS(GAMA))/D
1=PAP*(tV1/4V^t99+B10*0?)i1**1.4)—i ►a 7
= 11 E*(COS`GAMA)+S*(02/D1*SIN(GAMA)^
=(C2*C4)/(B2+p2*R3)
=.+ 5*.)1
TS=(ODO2*UI+B4)/(92+2tR;()
TG=-FR*AZ*COS(BETA+002?-02*B*COS(RETA+Ge)-TS*S*COS(ALRT+GP)
ZZQ?A9pS*CI32C20Db2)5)/B6
GBLE=0.0000000001
R0R=0.0(i00001d7= (B4 *95+C?.) /B6l3=C1/dfi
M721.LTNrGSLE) GO TO 200ZL2=AdS ( EAROR*uDD2 )GDDPE=QQQ2
180 IF Q Z2 UEZI) 180.2000200
F(ITE(1AT.GT•5U) GO TO 300
IITERAT = ITERAT+130 TO 150
200 CONTINUE
IF(02.LT.-0.2) GO TO 400
POD2E=(G0T2-ODDi)*DT/DT+Gp02
Bp-BETA+O
Y=A*SI,N(BQ)-C
pi=02*160./3.14159
OD1=012*180•/3.14159ODD1_QDD2
T=T+DT
300 CONTINUE
WRITE(u+320) TrOlrpDl•2r)Dl•Z21•ZZ2•TSrT(i•ITERAT+Y•?11
320 FORMAT(IXr4 F l 4 . 6 +2F14.OrF9.2. 2XrF9.2.3Y 14#lX•?F93p
D1 
2 *3• l, 4159/ LHQ.
G=G01*3.14159.160.
GO TO 190
400 STOP
NO DIAGNOSTICS,
J
W.
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ORIGINAL PACIE
Of
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS ON THE DESIGN OF A REAR DRUM REFERENCYMG MECHANISM
AND HYDRAULIC CIRCUIT OF LONNEGWAELSL SHEARER (A COALNINE MACHINE)
;HA
PRESSUREENOACCUMU^ATORZNTTHERSI/STEMETRFDETERM NETAPPROPRIATET`ICE
w.w w*wt**+*www**w***w**w* *www 	
waa
RUNGS-KUTTA 4TH ORDER METHOD
,^^w*w* ++*y^www*w*ww*wwwwwwww
A (INCHES) LENGTH OF ARM OF PROAE
ALPHA (RA[)IAN) THE ANG E RETwEEN THE ARM OF PRO ,BF. AND THE ARMCONtJEC'fED EJ TH CABL
B Mici(ES) THE D IST ANCE BETWEEN CENTER OF GRAVITY OF ARM OF PRONE
AND ITS CENTER OF ROTATION,
MET A (RADIAN THE A NGLE BFTWEEN HORTZONTq LIN AMn ARM OF PRAAE.
C (INCHES) VER T I CAL DISTANCE: BETWEEN THE ^OP 0^ PRONE AND PROBE ARM
ROT IkTl%)G CE. TER WREN T 14ETA IS ZER0,
U ( INCHES) nISANCE BETWEFN ARM ROTATING CENTER AND THE PAINT
E (INCHES) nISTANCF BETWEFN AR M
 ROTATING CENTER AND TH E POINT
CU-'4lJ^CTED TO 01STON R p'1.
FR (0 FORCE OF C OAL POOF AGAINST PROBE.GAHA (I( AD1A P11 THE A NGLE fi r TWEEN VERTIrAL LINE ANn THE ARM OF FoUR-
HAR LINKAGE WHICH CONNECTED TO CABLE WHEN THETA IS ZF,Rn,12 (IN-L SEC*+	 M2) hIASS ,ttENT OF INFRTJA OF PROF AND A 04 OF PRONE,14 (1N-L:-SFC*+2) 44ASS M0h!HFNT OF INER TA OF PI TON AND PISTON ROD.
P ( PAIA ) jkCCUvjLATdR PRFSSURE WHILE PRONE ARM ROTATING•
PAP (PSIA) PRECHARGED 7pRE;SURE OF GAS IN ACCUWUL4ATA
S (1NCHFS)nIS1ANCE FIE WEEN PROFIE ARM ROTATING CENTPA AMD THE POINTCONr1ECTED To CAt3LE,
SHAI (;tADIAN) INITI A L VALUE (IF T)(FTA.
T (SECOND) TIM
`
 REQU IREn roR THE PROBE TRAVELLING,THE A (DEGRFE)PROBE AR P( POSITION ANGLE.TO (14-0 f;)  TO :-.OUF OF THE PROSE ARM.TS (L'35) TEIJSIJN OF CABLE.
V ( INCt1E ► *3 ) CAS VOLUNc, OF ACCUMULATOR AFTER INITIAL CHARGEn WITH
^.5 CU! ti i^ I'jCFIES OF OILS
V1 (INCH ** 	 V P X I H I)^" VOLU t OF ACCUMULATOR,
Y (INCHES) PRO13E VERTICAL TRAVLLING LENGTH.
W2 ( L A S ) WEIGHT OF PROBE AND PROBE ARN,
REAL I2v'f4 Kl;K2#K3#K4
RAD=3.14159?5180.
ALPHA=154.*RAD
HETA_132.2*RAD
GAAA_21.*RA D
SHAT=5.82*RADALB)'=BETA-ALPHo1
A=27.8
5=21.6
C=20.594
D=3.8
e
D	 05eT2^75
FR=O,
2=60,23
4=0.485
AP=114.7
p2=4S.*RAD
OD2=0,
T=0.8
VI=310,n
w2-mT.34
I
1
ORIGINAL Pg i' ^,; ^,
ppR^TE(6 ► 3001	
EX00*FO 7AiiTOROUE I 9'E10 X^xY ► 14X^ • P 9 0/40X"ED(A^T^ilOX^ T0 Fil
* ► /)
^
0 1pp0 1=101000
T=TTAT+0.0(11
^1=(FR*A*SIN(BE TA)+W2*9*SIN fRTA1 / 2
C2=(FR*A*COSOB) = ITI A)+W2*8*COS I BEIA ) / 2
^4=5*SIN( AEBT ) / 231-I4*S/
D2=D*CUSQGAMA)
^4
3 S*SIN(GAMA)
-E*(SIN(SNAI+GAv1A)-SIN(GAMA))
B10a(S*E*(OStCA'^A)1/D
811-PAP + ((V1/lV°(89+E310*0^1 ) )** 1.4)14 T
B4=t}11*E*(COS(G AMA) +S*( 2/D)*S1N(GAMA1^
0
5= C3-G2*C4)/(B2+02+R31
6=1.+B5*Hi
p D2=(02 *Ci-C2-B4*R5)/B6
K DT*OQD2
G 2=02+(Gt12*DT/2.)+DT*Ki/A
0 ll=PAP*((V1/(i t :%q+F)10*Q!)AM**1.41-1484=;111*E*((COS(GOA)+'S*(022/D)*SIN(6AMA;1)
d5=(C3-022*C4)/(g2+O22*R3)
86= 1 . +B5 *fl l0 D2=(022*C1-C2-B4*B5)/R6
K2=lT*U0D;!
023=02+(DT*0D?/2.)+DT*K1/A.
B11=PAP*((V1/lV`(99+y10 +G
?33/D)*51N(GAMAjT111* ►
1.41-14
d4=Bit*E*((COSt GAHA ) +S* t	
B5=(C3-023*C4)/(B2+023*q3)U6=1 .+85*Ftl
UpD2°(023*C1-C2-B4*B5)/R6
K3=DT*UDD?;)24=G2+DT*0!12+,)T*K3/2.
dii=PAP*l(Vi/lV°1F;4 +a10*04 111 * *1 . µ 1 - 1 4 7
s4= r;11 *F+IICOStGGAMA ) +S*l 4/0)*S1N`t',A0 )1
B5= (C3-G24*C4}/1g2+02401B6=1 .+d5*fit
UDD?._(U24*CL-C2-B4*B5)/R6K4=DT*ODD,^
p2c02+3T*(OD2+(Ki+K2+K3)/6 )QQ2=0)'2+ (K I+2 * K2 t2. *K3+KlW6.
, 1'1= W4 *Ry +C2) /i6§8=C1/B6
Q-qp TA+p
-AtSIp) ( g0)-C
TS=tGJC2*111+84)/ (R2+G2*R3)
1G=`FFi*A*COS(B.TA+o2)-W2*?*COS(BETA+G2)-TS*S*COS(ALRT+RiP)
02 = ')2* 1 R0. /3. 14`15A
QM-002 *lE'•0./3.1416IF "I 	 GO TO 400
4RITE(60310) Trf)2#002#U0D2 ► TS ► T0 ► Y0911
FOR"AT (1X • 8F15.6)
02=G2*3.14159/180•
02=002E
3•1416/1g0.
CONTIN
END
NO DIAGNOSTICS.
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